Behold Your King

Words and Music by
KIRK KIRKLAND, CINDY MORGAN,
and GREG NELSON
Arranged by Daniel Bondaczuk

Mysteriously \( \text{\textbullet} \text{\textbullet} = 84 \)

LADIES unison

How could she know? Could Mary understand,
carry the weight,
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sur - ren - der to this plan?

CHOIR  Be it un - to me, I will fol - low where You lead...

Let it be, let it be, The a -
a - rise_ and see_ What does it mean?

Be - hold the hope,

be - hold your_ King._
How could they know?

Could wise men comprehend:

A distant star would change the course of men?
And oh the mystery, we will follow where it leads, to the King.

The ages ring, the heavy...
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Where hope was dead.
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A light unis.

there is life again.
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has dawned, arise and see.
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The hope of Israel, Jesus, Emmanuel,

our God with us to dwell, the Promised One.

The hope of Israel, Jesus, Emmanuel,
our God with us to dwell, our King has come. The a -
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Where hope was dead there is life -
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A light has dawned, again.

What does it mean?
Be hold the hope,
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King!
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be hold your_

King,
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Be hold your King!
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